A Collaborative Authoring Workspace and Script-Based Control Platform for Heterogeneous Robots
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Abstract: A collaborative script authoring and control platform for multiple heterogeneous robots is developed. The developed platform consists of a remote server providing a graphic user interface (GUI) authoring tool, and a local control platform controlling a group of heterogeneous robots by interpreting the designated scripts. Designed to encourage impromptu creativity among programming students in class, this Web-based authoring tool fosters collaborative creativity in the authorship of command scripts. The architecture of the local controller is composed of an embedded system for controlling the movement of robotic puppets, and a management server for the synchronization of live shows. Post-activity assessment indicates that the proposed platform provides strong support and encouragement for interactive robot learning in curriculum training and evaluation.
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Introduction

Robots are increasingly small and inexpensive to produce, leading to their use in a broader range of applications including military, industry, home service, and education [1][2]. Robots are traditionally manipulated through the use of computers or embedded systems. Changes in platforms require developers to modify source codes to adapt control of the robots to different operating systems. End users must also re-install the control system for various devices. Moreover, the operation of drama-based robots is still requires considerable expertise. The requiring highly specialized code generally discourages students from learning robotics or its applications.

The importance of hands-on experiences in understanding high-level theoretical concepts and in-depth integrated problems is well recognized [3][4]. Many robotics educators have developed a variety of curricular tools to support the study of robotics. Some of these tools attempt to simplify control instruction through the use of programming tools, allowing students to learn about the required characteristics of robotics, such as controllability, autonomy, and intelligent interaction with users [5]. To overcome the constraints of interdisciplinary training, graphic programming tools for robotic control have been developed to allow students easier to control robots [6]. Meanwhile interactive systems are also used in educational robots to allow students to gain practical experience with accessory operations [7], [8]. Internet technologies provide users with remote access to robots, and have driven the development of web-based tools for robot operation [9]. Web-based authoring tools overcome limitations of time and distance, allowing designers to create and perform scripts anywhere, at any time. One of the objectives of this work is to develop a cloud-computing-based robotic puppet authoring platform as a supplementary tool for an Introduction to Robotics course. Students are encouraged to form teams and create short puppet shows using the proposed authoring platform, letting the robots perform their roles via the equipped embedded system.

Students learning to build robots should be
familiarized with how all of the parts of a complex system (including mechanics, computing devices, and sensors) interact and depend on each other. The interdisciplinary nature of robotics means that, when students learn to engineer robots, they will inevitably be encouraged to learn about the many other disciplines upon which robotics depends [10]. This could be a profound and difficult lesson for electrical engineering and computer science students who ultimately need to create software that operates inside much larger systems [11]. It has been found that high-school students had significantly increased their comfort level with technology after involvement in hands-on robotics projects [12]. It has also been noted that such projects are more conducive than other learning methods for fostering good teamwork.

Combining robotics and education creates exciting opportunities to motivate, challenge, and inspire youth to learn about science and technology [13]. Over the past several years, a task force at our university has been developing a pedagogical method to embody embedded systems within the context of robotics. To alleviate the loading of prospective students of the robotics curriculum in their junior and senior years, a rapid prototyping platform for robotics applications was first proposed [14]. The prototyping platform was then enhanced by adding cloud computing and real-time interaction with the proposed authoring tool and control platform [15].

To facilitate the evaluation of student learning, it is important to classify learning progress into a set of learning themes for curriculum design and achievement evaluation [16]-[19]. Three learning themes were set for this interdisciplinary course: (1) professional skills in dynamics-kinetics, communication, operating environment, and programming, especially regarding embedded systems; (2) capabilities related to electronic design, robotics, problem solving, presentations, peer cooperation, and division of work; (3) self-motivation and self-confidence. Professional skills and capabilities encompass lessons learned from direct involvement in the building and programming of robots. The remaining two themes represent important additional opportunities for students to achieve broader learning.

Most robotics courses use laboratory assignments or projects to convey kinematics, dynamic control, and robot programming concepts to students. In light of growing interest, the use of laboratory equipment always introduces problems. The learning robots used in teaching laboratories (e.g., RHINO, PIONEER and Lego NXT) are quite limited in terms of the range of functions provided and in the programming environment offered. Therefore, some universities use commercial or self-developed simulators as complementary learning platforms for robotics courses. From the viewpoint of robotic system design, unlike in the past when computers bundled motor drivers in a large module, current embedded systems with real-time operating systems provide the advantage of rich functional source operating systems which can reduce programming and hardware design requirements. This inspires the motivation to design a robotic puppet authoring platform to allow students to gain hands-on practice.

**System Architecture**

The proposed cloud computing based robotic puppet authoring platform emphasizes screenplay development and dramatic performance, rather than the hardware—the robotic puppets. Therefore, the authoring platform can be described in two parts—the proscenium and backstage, as shown in Figure 1. The proscenium is responsible for displaying the webpage interface, so it is set up as a web server. The proscenium also requires a database to save the screenplays created for later robotic puppet shows. The backstage is responsible for administering the connection between server and robotic puppets. It manages the transmission of instructions (i.e., to which robotic puppet the instructions should be transmitted and to which webpage the responses from the robotic puppet should be transmitted) so it is set up as a management server. In other words, the authoring tool is composed of a web server, a management server, and a database which contains the scripts and components to create scripts. Figure 2 shows the relationship of the server, proscenium, backstage, and robotic puppets for three actors.

The robotic puppets authoring platform provides a convenient way to create screenplays for different roles based on cloud services, and Wi-Fi based drama shows via smartphones. Designers can create or edit their scripts using smartphones, personal digital assistants (PDAs), or...
computers to access the cloud service–authoring platform. The end users can then use their smartphones to control the robotic puppets’ performance, which are downloaded from the cloud. The system architecture is illustrated shown in Figure 3.

Figure 1. Two parts of the authoring platform: proscenium and backstage.

Figure 2. Example of the relationship between the server, proscenium, backstage, and robotic puppets.

Figure 3. Architecture of the web based robotic puppet authoring platform.

The proposed authoring platform uses cloud-based servers to store scripts and screenplays and to run authoring tools (i.e., web and management servers). Script components include emotions, audio, and actions, which can be also obtained by a communication function, deployed on both the client and server. This function reads the rotary angles of the robotic motors on the client’s side. Perform a dramatic show requires a smartphone and robotic puppets. Android allows developers to call its application framework which provides numerous functions including access to hardware controls, initiation of an activity life cycle, or location detection. Android provides abundant APIs for system developers to design their own applications, making it a good choice for administering the robotic puppet shows. At the physical level, an Android phone connects to a robotic puppet via Bluetooth and communicates with the management server by Wi-Fi. The kernel space is based on the Linux operating system. The Android runtime environment is used to provide complete control over the robotic puppet shows.

Web Based Robotic Puppet Authoring Platform

The dramatic script used for robotic puppets differs from scripts used by human performances. Humans can read the script and imagine the scenario, but robotic puppets do not have this capacity. The proposed authoring platform attempts to design a drama script based on step-by-step timestamps similar to animation, to overcome the lack of imagination of robotic puppets.

The actions of the robotic puppets include emotions, gestures, and sounds. These actions, based on timestamps, are used as the building blocks for constructing screenplays. Robotic puppets may move around a small area and perform certain simple gestures. The gestures of a robotic puppet can be controlled by setting the parameters (i.e., the position and speed of the motors). They can also follow pre-defined instructions and talk like humans to create emotional building blocks which allow them to express anger, happiness or sadness. The repository of pre-designed emotional expressions can be modified and expanded by teachers or students.

In Figure 4, the icon on the left represents the emotion of happiness, which can be downloaded from local or public repositories, the picture on the right represents the puppet’s gesture, and the upper part displays the text. Emotions, gestures, and dialogue change over time during the play. A user selects an icon and applies it to the design by assigning the emotion with a particular timestamp. Users can also edit the positions and speeds of the puppet’s motors to create different gestures. The speech content is also editable in a drama script, and designers can select from a range of background music and puppet voices.
The authoring platform allows users to design or manually arrange various actions based on one-second timestamps. To reach the goal of WYSIWYG (What You See Is What You Get), the platform also provides a play function which allows users to see the robot’s gestures and expressions, and hear their speech at any given moment, via the performance interface. The GUI of the proposed Object Editor is shown in Figure 5. Designers can not only edit the gestures, emotions, or text at a particular timestamp, but can also choose robots and preview the performance during the editing process. The dashed purple rectangle in the middle of Figure 5 denotes the timestamp. The action of an actor at a particular timestamp is shown in the middle left of the object editor, marked by the dotted green rectangle.

After the actions for each robotic puppet have been designed, a script can be created via the proposed Director Panel. A dramatic script, which has a tree-like structure, includes several actors and is formatted according to a pre-defined XML schema. In the authoring tool, a robotic puppet, as an actor, symbolizes an object. With the object-oriented conception, the designer may add, edit, or delete an actor dynamically and conveniently via the proposed Object Editor. In other words, an actor is viewed as a single object when users design these scripts.

The authoring tool supports the synchronous performing and pausing of robotic puppet shows via the Director Panel. All of these isolated actors follow the same timeline when the robotic puppets perform a drama. An example of a dramatic script tree structure is shown in Figure 6.

Robotic puppets have the capacity to receive instructions, judge information, and respond with correct actions. The puppets also have hands to clap and wheels for movement. A smartphone functions as the puppet’s head. The body is composed of two hands and two wheels with four AX-12 motors. Each puppet has a unique identifier in the authoring platform, allowing them to be distinguished from each other. The authoring platform can send script instructions to the specified puppet and have the puppet perform the instructions. While the show is being performed, a management module is responsible for receiving instructions from the authoring platform and assigning them to the corresponding robotic puppets.

There are two performance modes in the robotic puppet shows—single and synchronous. The single performance mode requires the robot to respond to each action—instruction. The counter on the Web Screenplay counts the time over which the puppet must respond. If the response time exceeds a time unit in the timestamp, the management server stops receiving the response and prepares to accept the next action—instruction. The processing flow of a single performance mode is provided in Figure 7.
The web server sends a synchronous performance signal, determined by the drama’s composition, to the management server to activate the synchronous performance mode. All of the actors perform in the show in synchronous performance mode. The processing flow of the synchronous performance mode is shown in Figure 8. To improve the efficiency of instruction delivery and the accuracy of the synchronization, the prosenium of the synchronous performance mode does not need to receive responses and the backstage is supported by an instruction gate in the Drama Object. The instruction gate collects the instructions for the current timestamp. When the gate obtains all the actors' instructions for the current timestamp, it will send them simultaneously to the robotic puppets. The counter in the Drama Object counts the time needed to collect all of the actors' instructions. If the time exceeds one time unit, the instruction gate abandons these collected instructions and waits for the next timestamp’s packets.

Figure 8. The processing flow of the synchronous performance mode.

Implementation and Experiments

Before using the authoring platform, students need to design and assemble their own robots [20], [21]. The smart motors provided to students are the AX series of Dynamixel Servos [22]. Other required items include a smartphone for each group, a number of RC-servo motors, mechanical frames, I. C., and circuits. In addition, the platform requires students to provide primitive motions by commanding the motors and recording relative parameters of these motions in the web database.

The proposed authoring platform used Linux, Apache, MySQL, and PHP/Perl/Python (LAMP) to set up the web server, as LAMP is a free open source and can be used to set up extremely robust websites [23]. The management server used Java as development tool and Java virtual machine as the execution environment, because of Java’s excellent network support and cross-platform capability.

Android smartphone were used as the puppet heads and serve as the main controllers of the robotic puppets. Each smartphone needs to be set up in advance. The Android robotic puppet show application provides an identifier, IP, port, script ID, actor ID, and MAC to the management server. The action instructions are sent to a robotic puppet during the performance and contained information about the account, script ID, actor ID, timestamp, emotion, actor's lines, and motor parameters. The account, script ID, and actor ID are used to ensure the correctness of the packet. The timestamp, emotion, actor’s lines, and motor parameters are actions performed by the puppets. When an Android phone receives an instruction from the management server, the application software decomposes the instruction and transmits the appropriate action to the robotic puppet.

Android phones transmit the commands to activate the AX-12 motors [22]. The motors can work in series, but they operate in parallel so as to increase the fault tolerance of the robotic puppets. With a parallel design, the entire system could still work correctly, even if one motor was disabled. To make things simpler for the students, the puppets had few motors and a limited degrees of freedom for the hands and wheels. This also helped reduce development costs and achieve maximum fault tolerance.

An example of a robotic puppet show, created and performed with the proposed authoring platform, is shown in Figure 9. Two robots wore traditional puppet costumes and enacted the “Annoying Orange”, based on a popular Youtube video [24]. The conversation in the original video of “Annoying Orange” is rapid and chatty. The robotic puppets created by the proposed authoring tool not only spoke the actor’s lines, but also acted with spirited gestures [20].

Figure 9. Example of a robotic puppet show in synchronous performance mode – Annoying Orange [20].

Another example of synchronous performance is shown in Figure 10 and Figure 11. Two robotic puppets imitated Jack and Rose's parts in the "You trust me" and "I am flying" scenes from the movie Titanic. Figure 9 to Figure 11 show that the robotic puppets have the ability to perform simple movements, present emotions, and read actors’ lines as cued by the timestamp. The online videos of these two examples can be found in [20].
Curriculum Training and Evaluation

The demo robots, which were the outcome of the term project for the Introduction to Robotics course, were constructed by junior and senior students with backgrounds in Computer Science, Electrical Engineering, and Mechanical Engineering. Students made their own controllers and communication modules from scratch to practice skills in circuitry and electronics. The instructors only provided the necessary RC servo motors and assembly kits rather than comprehensive kits from commercial vendors such as iRobot Create or Biologic robots.

The assessment mainly focused on knowledge of robotics and related soft-ware/hardware skills. In addition to grading, a teaching survey and course questionnaire was administered by the university’s academic affairs office at the end of the semester to evaluate the effectiveness of students’ learning based on the proposed platform. Among other concerns, the first 14 questions of the survey cover students’ expectations for the course and their study plans, regardless of their technological backgrounds. The remaining parts cover whether students have learned the core themes and content of the course, while also asking about the course’s learning methods. In addition to the official survey, students were asked to complete monthly written surveys reflecting on the prior week’s activities. Students rated their teams’ performance and recorded minutes of group meetings. These minutes focused on problems encountered and suggested solutions along with specific course activities.

The evaluation is presented in terms of the support of the learning process with regards to curriculum themes for students specializing in different backgrounds, namely, Computer Science, Electrical Engineering, and Mechanical Engineering, as shown in Figure 12. Another assessment, shown in Figure 13, focuses on the effectiveness of learning methods on completion/motivation, professional skills, cooperation, and problem solving for students taking the Introduction to Robotics course. The numbers in the figures are the averaged accumulated scores of the courses over six successive years and hundreds of students. In Figure 12 and Figure 13, points are assigned on a scale of one to three. A three indicates a strong confirmation that the proposed platform does help students master the desired skills for completing interactive robot applications. A two indicates a secondary positive confirmation, and a one represents students regarded the proposed platform as irrelevant to the application of interactions among robots.

This course emphasizes active learning, allowing students to immediately apply concepts learned in lectures to robots, and cooperative project-based learning,
where students work on projects in teams. The final project may potentially include interdisciplinary outreach, for example, collaborating with art students. On the other hand, the main purpose of the hands-on platform is to make students aware of the current capability of robot software and hardware. The effectiveness of the learning outcomes is supported by the increased number of more students who indicated intent to continue studying robotics in graduate school (Table 1).

The most important tools provided by the proposed platform provide abstractions of the programming interface and modularity in the hardware, such that the students do not need to delve into details when programming each individual robot. The former encourages the capability to capture and generalize idioms, often in black box entities with simple interfaces. Modularity means the ability to compose systems out of reusable mix-and-match parts. Using the proposed platform as a curricular supplement has several advantages. By integrating open-source operating systems into the programming layers, low-level programming chores are encapsulated through built-in methods. Although students lack the relevant knowledge, they can overlook details of higher level programming tasks thanks to the rich library of functions provided by the operating systems. Furthermore, the graphic programming interface tool significantly reduces the cost of solving problems in prototype development. This interface allows skilled programming students to contribute well-designed functions (programs) in the form of icons to a shared pool. Moreover, the design of the multi-tier system allows large-scale integration into a single unit that is tailored to the problems of specific domains.

Results indicate that the proposed platform is comparable to other commercial authoring platforms in terms of engaging students’ interest and encouraging intention to further study robotics. Table 2 compares the capabilities and the editing interface of Choregraphe by Aldebaran Robotics [25], RoboPlus Task by Robotis 0, and the proposed platform. Only the proposed platform includes features such as web-based architecture, integration of facial expressions, synchronization between robots, and manipulation between multiple robots in script design. RoboPlus Task can create a customized program for every ROBOTIS product – Darwin and Bioloid, but only allows for command line editing.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Platforms</th>
<th>Choreograph for NAO</th>
<th>RoboPlus Task for Darwin, Bioloid</th>
<th>Proposed Platform</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Web-Based authoring</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vocal Expression</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facial Expr.</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiple Robots Manipulation</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Programming Interface</td>
<td>GUI</td>
<td>Command Line</td>
<td>GUI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Synchronization between Robots</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Comparison of authoring tools and performance platforms for robotic puppets show.

**Conclusion**

The proposed collaborative platform provides a rapid learning experience with regards to interactive robot applications and has several advantages over commercial training kits for dedicated humanoid robot control systems, including an open source operating system and information hiding programming skills. Therefore, the proposed platform can be used to achieve independence of the hardware and the operating system. Moreover, the completed platform can be packed into a reusable stub like bricks for a layered wall to facilitate rapid prototyping for interactive robotic puppet performances. By using the proposed platform, students can complete interactive robot applications without having to master dynamics, kinematics, communication, the operating environment, and programming.

To increase learner engagement, screenwriters can create appropriate learning objects via the proposed web-based authoring platform, which standardizes robotic devices so that the robot control system can be independently run on different operating systems. Designing the motions of humanoid robots and interfacing reactions with the platform helps students practice the skills and concepts of mechanics and
dynamics learned from their robotics courses. The creation and performance of a live robotic puppet show attracts students’ attention more than dedicated robot programming. Live robotic puppet shows provide an engaging, learner-centered mode of learning robotics.
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